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The challenges of recruitment, retention, and learning outcomes in STEM higher education call for learning environments that promote student belonging and belief in their own abilities (Møgelvang, 2023). Cooperative learning (CL) is a type of group learning associated with increased learning and more “soft” student outcomes such as increased sense of belonging, scientific confidence, and generic skills (Møgelvang et al., 2023). CL may be defined as “a more-structured, hence more-focused, form of collaborative learning” (Millis and Cottell, 1997, p. 4). This structured approach is research based and is considered to increase the probability that all students are successful at group work (Millis and Cottell, 1997).

According to the CL literature, the key to successful group work comprises two principles: positive interdependence and individual accountability. Positive interdependence is achieved by structuring the learning environment, groups, and group tasks in ways that make group members dependent on each other and create a common interest in co-working to successfully complete the task. Individual accountability promotes responsibility and prevents free-riding behavior, and is achieved when group members are held accountable for learning the material and completing the group task (Millis and Cottell, 1997; Ballantine and McCourt Larres, 2007). Strategies that oceanography educators may implement to ensure that these two principles guide group learning include teaching transparency, group features, and CL structures.

**TEACHING TRANSPARENCY**

When incorporating CL into teaching, educators need to acknowledge that many students may have negative experiences with group work (Millis and Cottell, 1997). Although group work is difficult, learning to cooperate is vital. Making students aware of and letting them discuss positive outcomes of group work, both for them as individuals and for society at large, can open their minds to new and positive experiences with group work. Further, being transparent about one’s own conscious and research-based approaches to ensure successful groups and group work signal both competence and willingness to counteract negative group work experiences. Sharing teaching practices with students fosters mutual confidence and may motivate students to take responsibility for the success of the groups and group work in which they are involved. Making students co-responsible creates ownership and is an important part of co-creation—when students work together with their teachers to create the learning framework (Glessmer and Daae, 2021).

---

**BOX 1. OVERVIEW OF SELECTED WELL-KNOWN COOPERATIVE LEARNING (CL) STRUCTURES**

From Møgelvang (2023)

- **Academic Controversy**: Groups of four are divided into pairs and each pair given a pro or con position on a controversial subject. The pairs prepare supporting arguments, present their positions, and criticize opposing positions before changing sides and repeating the steps. Ultimately, the groups agree on a position and write a report giving the supporting evidence and rationale (Johnson et al., 1994).

- **Group Contract**: A group contract provides guidelines for group work and group tasks. The purpose of the contract is to establish common expectations and provide the group members with tools to develop constructive communication and manage potential conflicts (Oakley et al., 2004).

- **Jigsaw**: Each group member takes responsibility for learning a specific part of a complex whole and teaching it to the rest of the group. This way, the group, by working together, puts all the pieces of the jigsaw together (Millis and Cottell, 1998).

- **POGIL (Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning)**: This is an instructional group-learning strategy comprising a set of rules and structures based on Kolb’s learning cycle and CL principles such as small, fixed groups and rotating roles (POGIL, 2023). It was developed for chemistry education but is currently used in a wide range of subjects and disciplines.

- **Rotating Roles**: Complementary tasks and responsibilities are prescribed to ensure both the principle of positive interdependence and individual accountability. Popular roles are Facilitator/Leader, Recorder/Evaluator, Elaborator, Summarizer, and Monitor, and an important feature is that the roles rotate between the group members on a regular basis (Cohen, 2010).

- **Round-Robin & Roundtable**: In response to a question or a task, the group members in turn orally provide thoughts and possible answers (Round-Robin), or write thoughts and possible answers with one pen and one piece of paper (Roundtable) or multiple pens and papers (Simultaneous Roundtable), that are passed around the group (Kagan, 1989).

- **STAD (Student Teams-Achievement Divisions)**: A CL strategy where small groups of students with different levels of ability work together to accomplish a shared goal. When all group members master the task, they take individual quizzes or exams (Slavin, 1991).

- **Think-Pair-Share/Square**: A CL technique that is suitable for many different teaching scenarios, ranging from lectures and seminars to laboratory exercises. The teacher poses a question that needs reflection and gives each student time to reflect individually (Think). Next, the students are asked to pair up and discuss their thoughts or responses to the question (Pair) before they share their joint answer with the entire class (Share) or in their groups (Square) (Millis and Cottell, 1998).
GROUP FEATURES

Group features that underpin positive interdependence and individual accountability include group size, composition, and duration. Ideally, groups should be between three and five students, and most seem to prefer groups of four. When students work in small groups, free-riding behavior might be avoided, and less forthright students can express their opinions. In groups of four, it is easy to pair up, and even if a person is missing, the group is still technically a group (Millis and Cottell, 1997). Heterogeneous group formation is another important feature. Diversity of opinion and experiences may create cognitive disequilibrium and force the students to take different perspectives, argue their cases, and widen their horizons. Thus, groups should be formed by the teacher based on heterogeneous principles, for example, different academic ability, background, age, and gender. Finally, it is essential to consider group duration. Research shows that when groups last at least a month, group members become increasingly and positively dependent on each other, and it becomes increasingly difficult to not contribute (Møgelvang, 2023).

CL STRUCTURES

Cooperative learning structures prescribe group tasks to ensure that positive interdependence and individual accountability occur. Highly structured group tasks help students understand how they are to work together, take responsibility, and help each other learn. There are many popular CL structures to explore (Millis and Cottell, 1997; Box 1). The CL structure elaborated on here is called jigsaw and is one of the most successful CL structures in STEM to improve both learning and soft outcomes (Costouros, 2020; Møgelvang et al., 2023). In jigsaw, group members teach each other and work in two groups: “home groups” and “expert groups.” Typically, the home groups are the groups that the students normally belong to (as described under Group Features), whereas the expert groups are limited to one occurrence. In home groups, each group member chooses or is assigned a topic of expertise, that is, a specific part (piece) of a complex whole (jigsaw puzzle). Depending on topic complexity, the students are given a certain number of minutes to prepare summarized teaching notes on the key points relating to their topic (Step 1, Figure 1). Then, each group member joins an expert group consisting of students with the same topic and participates in refining the teaching notes by agreeing on what is most important (Step 2, Figure 1). Upon returning to the home group, the expert then presents...
the topic to the rest of the home group members, and the home group puts all of the pieces of the puzzle together (Step 3, Figure 1). When assembling the puzzle, the home group should reflect on how the different pieces of the puzzle make up a whole, for example, by comparing the pieces—or theorizing about how the pieces interact to increase or decrease a phenomenon. To consolidate the learning outcome and underpin the two CL principles, the jigsaw should culminate in some type of testing or presentation, either in groups or individually.

**JIGSAWS IN OCEANOGRAPHY**

Many topics lend themselves to jigsaws in oceanography, and the method is scalable depending on the number of students and divisible topics in a course. Figure 1 shows an example of how students in groups of four can work with positive feedback mechanisms in the climate system. In this jigsaw, the students enter expert groups individually to learn to teach about a selected mechanism, for example, ice-albedo feedback, forest fires, desertification, and Arctic methane release (thawing permafrost). Upon returning to the home group, each student teaches the expertise gained to the rest of the group. Then, together, the group members compare the mechanisms and reflect on how they may interact to increase global warming. Lastly, the group or individual group members present their common findings.

An example of a jigsaw for groups of three students is types of long waves. In this jigsaw, each student becomes an expert in Kelvin waves, Rossby waves, or tsunami waves. After teaching the waves to the others in their home group, the group can compare the generation mechanisms, restoring forces, wavelength, period, and propagation. Finally, the group or individual group members can gather all their knowledge into a presentation of optional format. As this task is less complex in content, the students can spend more time on a presentation format, challenging their digital or communication skills. Allowing students to choose their presentation format is a co-creation strategy that may increase motivation (Glessmer and Daae, 2021).

**PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS**

Depending on time, students can either prepare their individual summarized teaching notes on their chosen/assigned topic before class or do it in the home groups in class. Time management ensures focus and flow, both in expert and home groups. Thus, indicating time frames for summarizing teaching notes and additional tasks is a good idea. The tasks should be clear enough that the groups can manage on their own, but the instructor should float among the groups to ensure that group processes and products serve the purpose of the jigsaw.

Jigsaws may be used in both digital and traditional settings. Generally, digital jigsaws require a little more preparation, especially in large courses. For example, educators would need to know which students become experts in what topic to create the expert groups in advance (e.g., by uploading spreadsheet lists for breakout groups in Zoom). However, considering the positive effect of jigsaws on soft outcomes in digital settings (Møgelvang et al., 2023), it may be worth the extra preparation. In traditional jigsaws, the educator’s preparation is limited to the topic/tasks/tests and guidelines/criteria for the presentations. Creating expert groups is easily done at the beginning of a class by simply letting the students choose their fields of expertise right then and there. Alternatively, already appointed experts can show hands and either gather in expert groups on their own or educators can assign them to expert groups by giving them numbers.

In sum, jigsaws are easily implemented and may be used in an array of areas. Together with teaching transparency and group features, they make up a conscious and research-based approach to cooperative learning in oceanography. Why not try it out?
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